Single frequency inverse obstacle scattering: a sparsity constrained linear sampling method approach.
The linear sampling method (LSM) offers a qualitative image reconstruction approach, which is known as a viable alternative for obstacle support identification to the well-studied filtered backprojection (FBP), which depends on a linearized forward scattering model. Of practical interest is the imaging of obstacles from sparse aperture far-field data under a fixed single frequency mode of operation. Under this scenario, the Tikhonov regularization typically applied to LSM produces poor images that fail to capture the obstacle boundary. In this paper, we employ an alternative regularization strategy based on constraining the sparsity of the solution's spatial gradient. Two regularization approaches based on the spatial gradient are developed. A numerical comparison to the FBP demonstrates that the new method's ability to account for aspect-dependent scattering permits more accurate reconstruction of concave obstacles, whereas a comparison to Tikhonov-regularized LSM demonstrates that the proposed approach significantly improves obstacle recovery with sparse-aperture data.